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1. Description of Activities
ABM Resources NL (ABN: 58 009 127 020) (ABM) was approved to mine and operate the
Twin Bonanza open pit gold mine project in the Tanami Desert of the Northern Territory. The
project is located 720km to the north west of Alice Springs along the Tanami Road (Figure 1).
The project was deemed a controlled action under the Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act), project approval number EPBC 2013/6784,
as the project was considered to have likely impacts on listed threatened species and
communities (sections 18 & 18A) which is a matter protected under Part 3 of the EPBC Act.
The listed threatened species that is known to occur in the project area is the Greater Bilby
(Macrotis lagotis).
This report is the annual compliance report submitted yearly as part of the EPBC 2013/6784
approval conditions. The Twin Bonanza project commenced operations on the 22 February
2015. This report is ABM’s second submission and refers to the 22 February 2016 – 22
February 2017 reporting period.
Operations ceased at Twin Bonanza on 31 March 2016, a written notice was sent to the
Department of Environment & Energy (DoEE) on 05 April 2016 and is attached in Appendix 1.
The majority of the project has been rehabilitated and closed out. The infrastructure remaining
includes the pilot scale processing plant and associated tailings/raw water dam, 2 large above
ground fuel storage tanks, Wilson’s Camp and a small workshop. The pilot processing plant
and associated below ground lined TSF may be used in future for further trial mining
operations. The nearby Wilsons Exploration Camp remains for the use of exploration
personnel who use the infrastructure as a base for exploration activities.
ABM does not intend to continue any further mining operations at the Twin Bonanza project in
the immediate future.
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Figure 1: Twin Bonanza Project Location Map

2. EPBC Approval Conditions Compliance
Table 1 below was developed using the Commonwealth Department of Environment &
Energy’s Annual Compliance Report Guidelines (2014), the table lists the twelve conditions
set out as part of ABM’s EPBC Act approval and demonstrates whether each condition is
compliant, non-compliant or not applicable and provides supporting evidence.
Table 2 documents the performance against the objectives as set out in the conditioned
management plans.
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Table 1: EPBC Approval 2013/6784 Conditions Compliance Table
Condition
Number

Condition

Is the project
compliant with
this condition?

Evidence/Comments

1

Within 10 days after the commencement of the action,
the approval holder must advise the Department in
writing of the actual date of commencement of the
action.

Compliant

Commencement of the action occurred 22 February 2015
(See Appendix 2 – attached copy of the sent notification).

2

The approval holder must maintain accurate records
substantiating all activities associated with or relevant to
the conditions of approval, including measures taken to
implement the management plans, required by this
approval, and make them available upon request to the
Department. Such records may be subject to audit by
the Department or an independent auditor in accordance
with section 458 of the EPBC Act, or used to verify
compliance with the conditions of the approval.
Summaries of the audits will be posted on the
Department’s website. The results of audits may also be
publicised through the general media.

Compliant

Accurate records substantiating evidence of compliance /
activities associated with the conditions of approval are
maintained at ABM’s Perth Office at
..\Annual Compliance Report

3

Within three months of every 12 month anniversary of
the commencement of action, the approval holder must
publish a report on their website addressing compliance
with each of the conditions of this approval, including
implementation of any management plans as specified in
the conditions. Non-compliance with any of the
conditions of this approval must be reported to the
Department at the same time as the compliance report is
published.
The approval holder must continue to
annually publish the report on their website addressing
compliance with each of the conditions of this approval
until such a time as agreed to in writing by the Minister.

Compliant

ABM published their first annual compliance report on its
website within three months of the anniversary date
(anniversary date is the 22 February 2016). Please see ABM’s
website under Community and Environment for the published
report:
http://www.abmresources.com.au/corporate/community-andenvironment/ and Appendix 3 for written notification.
Once ABM has lodged this current compliance report (2016/17
reporting year) with the DoEE, it will be published on the
website within 3 months of 22 February 2017.
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Is the project
compliant with
this condition?

Evidence/Comments

4

The approval holder must notify any non-compliance with
this approval to the Department in writing within 2
business days of the approval holder becoming aware of
non-compliance.

Compliant

ABM became aware of a minor administrative non-compliance
issue in regards to condition 6.a where the approval holder
revises a management plan, the approval holder must provide
the changes to the DoEE within 14 days of revising the
document. ABM made minor changes to their Biodiversity
Management Plan by upgrading a number of maps and
plans/figures, but did not provide the updated version to the
DoEE. Please accept the lodgement of this annual compliance
report as the written notification of the non-compliance issue
which is detailed in Section 3.

5

Upon the direction of the Minister, the approval holder
must ensure that an independent audit of compliance
with the conditions of approval is conducted and a report
submitted to the Minister. The independent auditor must
be approved by the Minister prior to the commencement
of the audit. Audit criteria must be agreed to by the
Minister and the audit report must address the criteria to
the satisfaction of the Minister.

Not Applicable

No direction has yet been given by the Minister to conduct an
independent audit of compliance with the conditions of the
approvals.

6

If the approval holder wishes to carry out any activity
otherwise than in accordance with the management
plans as specified in the conditions, the approval holder
must submit to the Department for the Minister’s written
approval a revised version of that management plan.
The varied activity shall not commence until the Minister
has approved the varied management plan in writing.
The Minister will not approve a varied management plan
unless the varied management plan would result in an
equivalent or improved environmental outcome over
time. If the Minister approves the revised management
plan, that management plan must be implemented in

Compliant

No activities otherwise than in accordance with the
management plans were carried out in the 2016/17 period.

Condition
Number

Condition
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Condition
Number

Condition

Is the project
compliant with
this condition?

Evidence/Comments

place of the management plan originally approved.
Minor changes were made throughout the Biodiversity
Management Plan (BMP). Namely, to Figure 1.2 to illustrate
actual mine disturbance rather than proposed mine
disturbances. Figure 2.1 was updated to reflect ABM’s new
management structure. Figure 4.2 was updated to reflect
additional activity of Greater Bilbies adjacent to the project
area. The revised BMP – Version 1.K is attached in App 4.

The approval holder may revise a management plan to
correct a minor error in or make an administrative
change to the document. Where the approval holder
revises a management plan, the approval holder must
provide to the Department within 14 days of revising the
document:

Non-compliant

6.a.i

A copy of the management plan, marked up to show the
revisions, in both hard copy and electronic copy; and

Non-compliant

The revised document was not sent to the DoEE for further
approval as the changes were deemed very minor at the time
of updating the document

6 a ii

A clear summary of all the revisions that have been
made to the management plan, and the reasons for
those revisions.

Non-compliant

The revised document was not sent to the DoEE for further
approval as the changes were deemed very minor at the time
of updating the document

7

If the Minister believes that it is necessary or convenient
for the better protection of listed threatened species and
communities to do so, the Minister may request that the
approval holder make specific revisions to the
management plans specified in the conditions and
submit the revised management plan for the Ministers
written approval. The approval holder must comply with
any such request. The revised approved management
plans must be implemented. Unless the minister has
approved the revised management plans, then the
approval holder must continue to implement the
management plans originally approved, as specified in

Not applicable

The Minister did not request the approval holder to make
specific revisions to the management plans specified in the
conditions.

6.a

The revised document was not sent to the DoEE for further
approval as the changes were deemed very minor at the time
of updating the document.
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Condition

Is the project
compliant with
this condition?

8

If, at any time after five years from the date of this
approval, the approval holder has not substantially
commenced the action, then the approval holder must
not substantially commence the action without the written
agreement of the Minister.

Not applicable

9

Unless otherwise agreed to in writing by the Minister, the
approval holder must publish all management plans
referred to in these conditions of approval on their
website. Each management plan must be published on
the website within one month of being approved by the
Minister and implemented prior to commencement of the
action.

Condition
Number

Evidence/Comments

the conditions.

10

11.a

To protect the Greater Bilby (Macrotis lagotis) and its
habitat, the approval holder must locate infrastructure to
avoid known Greater Bilby burrows, as illustrated in
Appendix 8.

To protect the Greater Bilby and its habitat, the following
management plans must be implemented: 4.1 Greater
Bilby Management Plan (27 June 2014)

Compliant

The action commenced substantially within 7 months of
Project approval.

ABM published their Biodiversity Management Plan and Fire
Management Plan on their website within one month of being
approved. See:
http://www.abmresources.com.au/corporate/community-andenvironment/

Compliant

Before mining commenced in February 2015, ABM
environmental personnel and Low Ecological Services
personnel walked the proposed infrastructure area in
December 2014 to determine bilby burrow locations. No bilby
burrows were located. During mining activities, an internal
clearing permit was issued only once ABM environmental
personal had confirmed no bilby burrows were located.

Compliant

ABM’s
overarching
Biodiversity
Management
Plan
encompasses sub-management plans including Greater Bilby,
Pest, Paleochannel, and Weed Management Plans. All of the
above mentioned management plans were implemented
before the commencement of mining in February 2015. See
Table 2 for ABM’s performance against objectives as set out
in the Greater Bilby Management Plan.
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Condition
Number

11.b

11.c

11.d

Condition

4.4 Palaeochannel Management Plan (6 June 2014)

4.5 Pest Management Plan (27 June 2014)

4.6 Weed Management Plan (6 June 2014)

Is the project
compliant with
this condition?

Evidence/Comments

Compliant

ABM’s Biodiversity Management Plan encompasses the
Paleochannel Management Plan which was implemented
before the commencement of mining in February 2015. See
Table 2 for ABM’s performance against objectives as set out
in the Paleochannel Management Plan.

Compliant

ABM’s Biodiversity Management Plan encompasses the Pest
Management Plan which was implemented before the
commencement of mining in February 2015. See Table 2 for
ABM’s performance against objectives as set out in the Pest
Management Plan.

Compliant

ABM’s biodiversity management plan encompasses the Weed
Management Plan which was implemented before the
commencement of mining in February 2015. See Table 2 for
ABM’s performance against objectives as set out in the weed
management plan.

Fire Management Plan (June 2014)

11.e

12.a.i

NB. It is acknowledged that the plans required under
conditions 11.a.-d. lie within an overarching Biodiversity
Management Plan to be submitted as part of the Mining
Management Plan to the Northern Territory Department
of Mines and Energy under the Northern Territory Mining
Management Act 2001.
To offset residual impacts as a result of the temporary
loss of approximately 234.8ha and the permanent loss of
approximately 22.6ha of Greater Bilby habitat, the
approval holder must:
a. Develop and implement a cat and fox control

Compliant

Compliant

ABM’s Fire Management Plan was implemented before the
commencement of mining in February 2015. See Appendix 5
for the Fire Management Plan. See Table 2 for ABM’s
performance against objectives as set out in the Fire
Management Plan. Please note the Biodiversity and Fire
Management Plans were lodged as part of the Mining
Management Plan required under the Northern Territory
Mining Management Act 2001.
The cat control program at Twin Bonanza was aligned to the
Threat Abatement Plan for Predation by Feral Cats, 2008 and
the Threat Abatement Plan for Predation by the European Red
Fox, 2008. See Appendix 6 for the final quarterly cat control
program summary report which illustrates the programs
consistency with the above documents.
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Condition
Number

Condition

Is the project
compliant with
this condition?

Evidence/Comments

program. This program must:
i: be consistent with the Threat Abatement Plan for
Predation by Feral Cats, 2008 and the Threat Abatement
Plan for Predation by the European Red Fox, 2008.

12.a.ii

Cover an area defined by a 15km radius from the centre
of the project site, as illustrated in Annexure 2, with
accessibility determined by the presence of roads.

Compliant

A 15km radius was determined for the cat control program,
with all usable roads accessed as shown in Figure 1 of the
first cat control report in Appendix 6.

12.a.iii

Be undertaken with the involvement of appropriately
skilled traditional owner(s).

Compliant

Traditional Owners / Rangers were contracted (via the Central
Land Council (CLC)) for the cat control program as illustrated
in all documents of Appendix 6.

12.a.iv

Consist of at least four cat and fox control campaigns per
year for as long as mining activities occur within the
project site.

Compliant

Four cat and fox control programs were conducted over the
previous Feb 2015- Feb 2016 reporting period. Only one cat
control program was conducted during the Feb 2016 – Feb
2017 period due to mining operations ceasing in March 2016.
A total of 5 programs were conducted, and the final report is
attached in Appendix 6.

12.a.v

Not use poisoned baits (except within the landfill site(s)
to ensure that native species are not harmed.

Compliant

No poisoned bait was used in the predator control programs.
See Appendix 6.

12.b.i

Develop and implement a weed control program. This
program must: Cover a corridor of 50m along roads used
during the implementation of any mining activities within
the project site and the access road from the project site
to Tanami Road, including the junction of the access
road and Tanami Road, as illustrated in Annexure 2.

Compliant

ABM contracted the CLC to conduct the weed control program
using Traditional Owners / Rangers from the Tanami region,
see Appendix 7. The reports show maps of the locations of
the buffel grass and the methods of controlling the weed.

12.b.ii

Be undertaken with the involvement of appropriately
skilled traditional owner(s).

Compliant

Traditional Owners / Rangers were contracted via the CLC to
conduct the weed control program, see Appendix 7.
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Is the project
compliant with
this condition?

Condition
Number

Condition

12.b.iii

Consist of at least four weed control campaigns per year
for as long as mining activities occur within the project
site or until the area described in b.i. is determined to be
weed free by a suitably qualified person.

Compliant

12.c.i

Provide at least $20,000 per calendar year to Greater
Bilby research for as long as mining activities occur
within the project site. The research must: Focus on the
Tanami Desert region and/or mining-related interactions.

Compliant

12.c.ii

Be published within 12 months of research being
completed and provided to the Department within one
month of publication.

Compliant

Evidence/Comments
Four weed control programs were conducted during the
previous Feb 2015 – Feb 2016 reporting period. Only one
weed control campaign was conducted over the Feb 2016 –
Feb 2017 period due to mining operations ceasing in March
2016. At total of 5 weed control programs were conducted,
and the final report is attached in Appendix 7.
In November 2015, a student committed to conducting the
research and began the studies at the beginning of the 2016
academic year. The scope of the project focused on the
Tanami region and witchetty grubs as a food source for
Bilbies. See Appendix 8 for transmittal of the final research
report.
The research study was completed in October 2016,
published on ABM’s website and provided to the Department
in February 2017. Appendix 8 contains the transmittal
correspondence.
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Table 2: ABM's Performance against Objectives as set out in the Management Plans
Management Plan

Objective

Performance Indicator

Performance against Objective
Achieved.

To avoid adverse impacts on Greater
Bilby by implementing management
measures.

No Greater Bilby deaths as
a result of mining.

Greater Bilby
Management Plan

This was accomplished by ensuring the Greater
Bilby management measures as set out in the
Biodiversity
Management
Plan
were
implemented
during
operations.
The
management measures are as follows:
 Bilby burrow and activity avoidance when
locating mining infrastructure – no bilby
burrows or bilby activity were located within
proposed mining infrastructure areas. Since
mining operations commenced no bilbies
have been observed at site or encountered
within mine access roads.
Before any
clearing occurred for mine infrastructure
internal clearing permits first had to be
approved by environmental personnel once
the area was deemed free of bilby burrows
or bilby activity.
Achieved.

To prevent impact on the Greater Bilby
habitat that will not be cleared during
mining operations.

No Greater Bilby deaths as
a result of clearing.

This was accomplished by ensuring the Greater
Bilby management measures as set out in the
Biodiversity
Management
Plan
were
implemented
during
operations.
The
management measures are as follows:
 Pre-clearance inspection prior to vegetation
clearing
 During operations at Twin Bonanza clearing
boundaries were clearly marked to prevent
unauthorized clearing

Clearing Permits issued to prevent clearing
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Management Plan

Objective

Performance Indicator

Performance against Objective
outside of the approved clearing footprint,
 Vehicle access to known or previous bilby
locations was limited to essential personnel.
 During inductions it was made clear to
personnel that driving off designated tracks
was strictly prohibited and clearing of any
vegetation without appropriate approvals
was prohibited.
Achieved.

To prevent impact on the local Greater
Bilby population.

No significant decline in the
quality and quantity of
Greater Bilby habitat
adjacent to mining
operations.

This was accomplished by ensuring the Greater
Bilby management measures as set out in the
Biodiversity
Management
Plan
were
implemented
during
operations.
The
management measures are as follows:
 Inductions ensured new personnel were
aware of prohibitions of vegetation clearing
and to remain on designated tracks at all
times.
 Dust proved to be a management issue
during initial operations due to the nature of
the soil and climatic conditions on site (i.e.
strong prevailing winds and a very short
rainy season). This triggered management
measures
water
carts
including
suppressants were used to control the dust
around site.
 Predator control – five cat control programs
were conducted during 2015 with a total of
six cats caught and removed. These
programs also captured a number of bilbies
on camera and bilby activity approximately
6km from the mine area indicating a number
of individuals are active in the area.
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Management Plan

Objective

Performance Indicator

Performance against Objective
 Vehicle movement restrictions – night
haulage and vehicle movement were
prohibited at Twin Bonanza to avoid vehiclebilby interaction. Dusk and dawn speed
restrictions on haul roads and access roads
were reduced from 80km to 60km to reduce
the likelihood of injury to bilbies when they
are most active.
 Blasting restrictions – blasting times were
restricted to dawn and dusk (i.e. between
4am-8am and 4pm-8pm) to avoid disturbing
bilbies during least active periods of the day.
 Three vegetation health surveys have been
completed post the October 2015 bushfire
and survey results demonstrated that
vegetation regrowth is substantial and
healthy (Appendix 9).
Achieved.

Paleochannel
Management Plan

To prevent adverse impact on the
paleochannel environment.

Demonstrate that the rate of
tree mortality is comparable
to the surrounding
environment.

This was accomplished by ensuring the
paleochannel management measures as set out
in the Biodiversity Management Plan were
implemented
during
operations.
The
management measures are as follows:
 Construction
and
decommission
of
monitoring bores in accordance with
“Minimum Construction Requirements for
Water Bores in Australia, Edition 3” – the
construction of all monitoring bores were in
accordance to the above document, no
bores required decommissioning over the
reporting period.
 Water Extraction – ABM has complied with
all requirements of the Department of Land
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Management Plan

Objective

Performance Indicator

Performance against Objective
Resource Management and Department of
Health with regards to water extraction
requirements and limitations. In addition,
water was extracted at the rates
recommended by the hydrological studies
prior to project commencement.
 Hydrocarbons – ABM ensured the
appropriate storage of hazardous material in
appropriately labelled containers within
securely
bunded
areas
to
avoid
contamination of groundwater.
Hydrocarbons were stored in bunded areas
and spill kits were made available at all
refuelling points.
 During the 2015/16 reporting period a
natural bushfire partially burnt the areas
surrounding the bores. This fire had an initial
effect on tree health. Trees continue to
show evidence of post fire regeneration
according
to
the
December
2016
Biodiversity Report (LES 2017 pp3 Appendix
9) and no significant decrease in tree health
at any site.
 Paleochannel Monitoring Program - ABM’s
groundwater monitoring program indicates
that water table depths in the paleochannel
have experienced a drawdown of less 1.5m
between December 2014 and December
2016 – not enough to cause tree health
stress and within likely natural variation
ranges for surface recharge aquifers of this
type. Both groundwater and tree health
monitoring
has
confirmed
that
the
paleochannel
environment
has
not
experienced any adverse impacts from the
17
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Management Plan

Pest Management Plan

Objective

To prevent the introduction of new pest
species to the site.

Performance Indicator

No new pest species
introduced to the site.

Performance against Objective
extraction of groundwater for the project
Achieved.
This was accomplished by ensuring the pest
management measures as set out in the
Biodiversity
Management
Plan
were
implemented
during
operations.
The
management measures are as follows:
 Site cleanliness was maintained at a high
level – rubbish around camp and mining
area was managed efficiently with
containment, regular rubbish pickups and
cleaning of accommodation, offices and
mess area by camp staff. Bins were
emptied into the putrescible landfill every
second day.
 Waste from covered bins were collected
and burned – bins were emptied into the
landfill and burned every two days.
 A new landfill and associated fence was
erected to prevent pests from using the
area as a food source.
 Pests baited/trapped – mouse traps set out
and checked/re-set daily around camp and
mining area. Cat control program involved
trapping cats within a 15km radius of mine
project.
 Availability of man-made water sources
reduced or eliminated during closure
rehabilitation – man-made water sources
(sullage ponds) have all been fenced and
will dry up post closure. Attraction of
introduced pest species due to water
availability around the mine site will be
limited.
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Management Plan

Objective

Performance Indicator

Performance against Objective
Achieved.

To prevent species from increasing in
numbers due to mine works.

No increase in the existing
populations of known pest
species.

During the 2014/15 reporting period, despite a
high level of site cleanliness, the numbers of
house mice (now naturalized inhabitants of most
habitats of mainland Australia) at site had
increased. This was due to the increased
volumes of food and availability of ideal habitat
at nearby work areas.
Now that these areas have been dismantled and
taken off site, the house mouse population has
decreased significantly. There is limited food
stored at camp – exploration personnel lock any
goods any sea containers.
Achieved.

Weed Management Plan

To prevent spread of established weeds
within project area.

No increase in the existing
populations of known weed
species.

This was accomplished by ensuring the weed
management measures as set out in the
Biodiversity
Management
Plan
were
implemented
during
operations.
The
management measures are as follows:
 Staff education – during inductions staff
were made aware of weed species and
infestations around site and to notify
environmental personnel of any new
locations of weeds.
 Weed hygiene – once equipment or vehicle
arrived on site, a weeds and seeds
inspection was conducted. If seeds or large
amounts of mud/soil that potentially carry
seeds were identified on the equipment it
was washed down in a designated wash
down bay.
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Management Plan

Objective

Performance Indicator

Performance against Objective
 Avoid existing infestations – during
inductions personnel were made aware of
weed infestation locations and therefore to
avoid these areas.
If machinery was
required to enter these areas then a weed
and seed inspection and wash down was
required after the work is completed.
Personnel were made aware to check,
boots, socks and hats for seeds and burrs
if they are required to enter infested areas.
Achieved.

To prevent introduction of additional
weed species to the project area and
other areas within the Tanami.

No new weed species
introduced to the site.

To manage any weed populations
adjacent to the existing exploration
camp.

No increase in the existing
populations of known weed
species.

This was accomplished by ensuring the weed
management measures as set out in the
Biodiversity
Management
Plan
were
implemented
during
operations.
The
management measures are as follows:
 Minimise site disturbance – during
operations soil disturbance was minimised
by only clearing the required areas and
progressively clearing footprints ahead of
operations/activities – this minimised the
opportunity for weed establishment.
 Weed hygiene - once any new equipment
or vehicle arrived on site, a weeds and
seeds inspection was conducted. If seeds
or large amounts of mud/soil that
potentially carry seeds were identified, it
was washed down in a designated wash
down bay.
Achieved.
This was accomplished by ensuring the weed
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Management Plan

Objective

Performance Indicator

Performance against Objective
management measures as set out in the
Biodiversity
Management
Plan
were
implemented
during
operations.
The
management measures are as follows:
 Weed
Control
Program
–
during
operations, a quarterly weed control
program was implemented to control the
buffel grass infestation at Wilson’s camp
and around site. This involved skilled
traditional owners/rangers from the CLC
who, together with ABM environmental
personnel, burned, sprayed and dug out
weeds - with regular follow ups of spraying
between campaigns.
Achieved

Fire Management Plan

Ensure a comprehensive fire risk
management plan process is applied
across all work areas to ensure a high
level of safety for persons, property and
environment.

Reduce the occurrence and minimise

This was accomplished by ensuring the fire
management measures as set out in the Fire
Management Plan were implemented during
operations. The management measures are as
follows:
 Environmental inductions – all site
personnel are required to attend an
induction which informed them about fire
awareness, the requirement to obtain a hot
work permit, emergency contact number
and procedures in the case of a fire.
 Fire action plan – a fire action plan was
disseminated around site to inform site
personnel of actions to be taken in the
case of an approaching bushfire.

Achieved
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Management Plan

Objective
the impact of bushfires on the Twin
Bonanza area, thereby reducing the
threat to life, property and the
environment.

Performance Indicator

Performance against Objective
This was accomplished by ensuring the fire
management measures as set out in the Fire
Management Plan were implemented during
operations. The management measures are as
follows:
 Monitoring bushfires – daily monitoring of
bushfires during fire season (August –
November) using the NAFI website as well
as weather conditions using the BOM
website
was
undertaken
by
site
medic/safety persons. In the case of an
approaching bushfire, senior management
were informed and staff were instructed to
standby.
 Controlled burns – in order to reduce fuel
loads around the camp area a number of
controlled burns were conducted around
the accommodation dongas, between the
surrounding
firebreak
and
camp
infrastructure.
A water cart was on
standby and the controlled burn was
conducted by trained firefighting personnel
within the early hours of the morning when
temperature and wind speed were low.
 Fire breaks – 10m wide firebreaks were
established around the camp, haul roads
and access roads and were used as
firebreaks around the mining areas.
Achieved

Document fire prevention requirements
of the Twin Bonanza mine site.

This was accomplished by ensuring the fire
management measures as set out in the Fire
Management Plan were implemented during
operations. The management measures are as
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Management Plan

Objective

Performance Indicator

Performance against Objective
follows:
 Dissemination of Fire Management Plan –
ABM’s Fire Management Plan documents,
and information on the relevant legislation
regarding fire prevention in the Northern
Territory. The Fire Management Plan was
disseminated to all senior management
and environment and safety departments.
Achieved

Ensure the fire safety problems that
arise are quickly and effectively
contained and resolved.

This was accomplished by ensuring the fire
management measures as set out in the Fire
Management Plan were implemented during
operations. The management measures were
as follows:
 Firefighting equipment – portable fire
extinguishers were located in easily
accessible and identifiable places around
site and in buildings for various types of
fires.
 Firefighting training – the medic/safety
person monitoring bushfires and weather
conditions was given training to carry out
the monitoring role. Site personnel were
given training for the use of fire
extinguishers for the various types of fires
that could occur on a mine site.
Achieved

Ensure that ABM complies fully with its
legal obligations in relation to fire safety.

This was accomplished by ensuring the fire
management measures as set out in the Fire
Management Plan were implemented during
operations. The management measures are as
follows:
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Management Plan

Objective

Performance Indicator

Performance against Objective
 Dissemination of Fire Management Plan –
ABM’s fire management plan documents
the relevant legal obligations in relation to
fire safety.
The document was
disseminated to senior management who
were then aware of legal obligations
applicable to the Twin Bonanza site. The
Fire Management Plan was reviewed
regularly to ensure the most recent
legislation was understood and current.
Achieved

Ensure that appropriate training and
information is provided on fire safety
and fire control to all staff on site.

This was accomplished by ensuring the fire
management measures as set out in the Fire
Management Plan were implemented during
operations. The management measures are as
follows:
 Fire Training – fire safety and fire
extinguisher training was provided to site
personnel during operations.
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3. Correcting Non‐Compliances
One low level administrative non-compliance was identified during the reporting period,
whereby minor changes were made throughout the Biodiversity Management Plan (BMP) and
the revised document was not sent to the DoEE for further review and approval.
The
changes were deemed very minor at the time of updating the document. They included edits
to Figure 1.2 to illustrate actual mine disturbance rather than proposed mine disturbances.
Figure 2.1 was updated to reflect ABM’s new management structure. Figure 4.2 was updated
to reflect additional activity of Greater Bilbies adjacent to the project area. The revised BMP –
Version 1.K is attached in Appendix 4.

4. New Environmental Risks
The monthly operational review of environmental risks associated with the project/site to the
point of closure did not identified any new significant environmental risks at the Twin Bonanza
Project site.
However, post closure inspection and monitoring has identified minor erosion developing on a
diversion drain around Golden Hind pit. The drain’s purpose was to direct water flow around
the pit and abandonment bund. The diversion drain is located on a long low angle slope and
erosion control structures are needed to direct run off into the adjacent vegetated flow zones.
An Environmental Improvement Programme has been developed to monitor the erosion and
to remediate the drain landscape, using appropriate earthworks equipment before the 2017/18
wet season. The Programme is monitored by DPIR Officers and reported in the annual MMP
Report. See Appendix 10 for EIP 2016/02.

5. Conclusion
ABM Resources NL (ABM) owned and operated the Twin Bonanza Gold Project, in the
northern Tanami Desert, Northern Territory on Mineral Lease 29822. Baseline studies
commenced in 2013; the mine operated for 12 months from February 2015 to March 2016 and
included the construction and subsequent rehabilitation of several open cut pits; waste rock
landforms, Run of Mine pads, and associated access roads and haul roads.
Following project permitting and development of management and monitoring programs; the
scope of the project was significantly modified and processing of ore was shifted to an
established third party off-site processing plant. This resulted in a substantial reduction in
groundwater extraction, reduced habitat disturbance and emissions (light and noise) largely
associated with the original processing, prompting a review of the scope and frequency of
monitoring.
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The project was deemed a controlled action under the Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act), project approval number EPBC 2013/6784,
as the project was considered to have likely impacts on listed threatened species and
communities (sections 18 & 18A) which is a matter protected under Part 3 of the EPBC Act.
ABM has acknowledged and addressed the EPBC approval conditions set out by the
Department and made every effort through a range of Management Plans and other
environmental initiatives to adhere to these conditions during operations at Twin Bonanza with
only one minor administrative non-compliance identified during the reporting year. The project
has now closed, with the majority of the mining area rehabilitated and closed out. No
significant impacts to listed threatened species or communities were identified during the
reduced scope Project or in the post closure monitoring which has included additional
seasonal monitoring rounds covering biodiversity and groundwater monitoring activities.
Since operations ceased in March 2016, and ABM has no immediate plans to undertake
further mining or processing activities at the Twin Bonanza site, the BMP is not applicable to
current minesite rehabilitation monitoring. From February 2017 the annual biodiversity
monitoring will now focus on closure monitoring through Ecosystem Function Analysis (EFA)
and vegetation regrowth across rehabilitated areas and therefore this will be the final
submitted annual compliance report under Approval EPBC 2013/6784.
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APPENDIX 1: LETTER OF CESSATION
APPENDIX 2: LETTER OF COMMENCEMENT
APPENDIX 3: NOTICE OF COMPLIANCE REPORT PUBLISHED ON
ABM WEBSITE
APPENDIX 4: BIODIVERSITY MANAGEMENT PLAN VERSION 1.K
APPENDIX 5: FIRE MANAGEMENT PLAN
APPENDIX 6: CAT CONTROL PROGRAM REPORT
APPENDIX 7: WEED CONTROL PROGRAM REPORT
APPENDIX 8: GREATER BILBY HONOURS RESEARCH PROJECT
APPENDIX 9: BIODIVERSITY MONITORING PROGRAM RESULTS
APPENDIX 10: ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
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